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Scotland, a prominent Scottish lawyer, Mr. Warren, in Germany,
Dr. Scharlach and Dr. Westphal of Hamburg, etc.
As it was obvious that the testamentary provisions required
amplification, and in certain cases adaptation, before they could be
applied in practice, one of the first and most important tasks was to
secure the co-operation of the various prize-giving bodies to this
end. The executors accordingly wrote to the bodies concerned in
Sweden as well as to the Storthing, requesting, them to accept the
duties imposed upon them under Nobel's Will, and at the same time
to appoint delegates to discuss with the representatives of the other
prize-giving bodies, and with the executors of the Will, the special
arrangements to be made and the method to be adopted in the
distribution of the prizes.
The attitudes taken up by the bodies concerned were at first very
various. The Norwegian Storthing resolved as early as the 26th
April, 1897, to agree to act under the provisions of Nobel's Will,
and in the same year it appointed both the members of the Com-
mittee of five men who would have to undertake the duty of
awarding the prizes, and the delegates to carry on the negotiations
with the executors and the remaining prize-awarding bodies
regarding the Articles of the Foundation to be created. The
Swedish Academy and the Karolinska Institute declared that they
were also prepared, on the understanding that a scheme could be
prepared to elucidate the Will in the manner necessary, to act under
the provisions of the Will, and they also appointed delegates for the
negotiations.
The Academy of Sciences took up a more cautious attitude,
stating in a letter to the executors dated the soth June, 1897, that
the Academy did not regard it as practicable, or indeed as desirable,
before the Will had been legally recognised, to make definite
proposals for preparing a scheme to elucidate it, with a view to
avoiding the difficulties that might arise through its literal inter-
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